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Dear Minister of State Clement Beaune, 

Chère Madame la Maire Jeanne Barseghian, 

Dear Secretary General of the Organisation of ACP States Georges Chikoti, 

Dear Co-President,  

dear honourable colleagues, 

dear ladies and gentlemen,  

 

It gives me great joy to see your dear faces for real once again and not just behind 

a computer screen! 

 

The Covid-19 pandemic has meant tremendous hardship and suffering for people 

around the world. On a smaller scale, the last two years were also a challenging 

time for our Joint Parliamentary Assembly. However, I am proud to say that 

through our hard work, we made the best out of the situation to keep the JPA not 

just alive, but also active. 

 

In 2020, we held a remote joint committee meeting and a plenary session in 

December. We also organized a youth conference. In 2021, we meet again 

remotely for a joint committee meeting in March and later on in June for a two 

part plenary session with participation of both Councils and the European 

Commission. The main focus of our work has of course been the joint fight 

against the pandemic and how to deal with its substantial health, social and 

economic consequences. We also held two Women’s Fora and a Youth 

conference last year, where we covered key issues such as gender based violence, 



the New Global Europe financial tool and the pandemic’s impact on the young 

generation. 

 

Last but definitely not least, we gave substantial input to the recently concluded 

negotiations on a post-Cotonou Agreement, successfully insisting on a stronger 

parliamentary dimension in the new institutional framework. We now know the 

result: In the future, our work in the Joint Parliamentary Assembly will continue 

and we will also have three new regional parliamentary assemblies, allowing for 

a stronger regional targeted approach. As you know, the JPA Bureau has worked 

intensively in the last year to prepare for this transition, working methodically 

and creatively to draft new Rules of procedure for these assemblies to make them 

as performant as possible. 

 

The outcome of this work will be presented and discussed at this session.  

 

So all in all, I think that we accomplished quite a lot in the last two years and I 

thank you all for your important contributions to this success. Nevertheless, I am 

very happy and grateful to welcome you today to our first physical JPA meeting 

after almost two and a half years. It is really good to see you all here in the city 

of Strasbourg. 

 

Let me take the opportunity to thank the French Presidency, the City of 

Strasbourg and the Region Grand Est for their important support in the 

preparation and the holding of our Assembly. 

 

Madame la maire, je tiens à vous remercier très sincèrement de votre support qui 

nous a permis d’organiser notre session plénière dans de très bonnes conditions. 

Je profite de l’occasion pour vous féliciter de l’objectif zéro déchets zéro 

gaspillages pour la ville de Strasbourg, ainsi que pour les efforts pour permettre 



une transition énergétique, une question particulièrement importante ces jours-ci. 

Finalement, je vous félicite aussi très sincèrement pour les efforts que vous et la 

ville de Strasbourg faites en soutien de l’Ukraine, son peuple et ses réfugiés.  

 

Dear colleagues, the Russian aggression on Ukraine, only just over 1000 

kilometres from here, has not only shaken Europe but the whole world. The ACP-

EU Joint Parliamentary Assembly is founded on the values of democracy, rule of 

law human rights, peace, security and prosperity, and that is why the JPA Bureau 

decided to add an urgent debate on “Russia’s invasion of Ukraine and its global 

impact” to our agenda, which will take place tomorrow. 

 

Dear colleagues, 

 

In this day and age, we can never accept the rule of force over the rule of law. 

 

In this day and age, we cannot be quiet in the face of an unprovoked invasion of 

a democratic country. 

 

In this day and age, we have to stand up and act, we have to strongly condemn 

such an invasion and we have to jointly address the impact that can be felt not 

only in Ukraine but also in all our countries. 

 

Let’s also be clear about one thing: our condemnation is not against Russia as a 

country or against its citizens. On the contrary, I think we all believe that they 

deserve a better future, and that’s yet another reason why we need to condemn 

the Russian leadership. The Russian people deserves democracy. It deserves 

prosperity. And it deserves peace: peace in its most real sense, so well captured 

in a lecture given by Nobel Peace Prize laureate Mikhail Gorbatchev in 1991: 



“Today, peace means the ascent from simple coexistence to cooperation and 

common creativity among countries and nations. 

Peace is movement towards globality and universality of civilization. Never 

before has the idea that peace is indivisible been so true as it is now. 

Peace is not unity in similarity but unity in diversity, in the comparison and 

conciliation of differences. 

And, ideally, peace means the absence of violence. It is an ethical value.” 

 

And he went on to describe the aspirations of the Russian people: 

 

“We want to be an integral part of modern civilization, to live in harmony with 

mankind’s universal values, abide by the norms of international law, follow the 

“rules of the game” in our economic relations with the outside world. We want 

to share with all other peoples the burden of responsibility for the future of our 

common house.” 

 

Well Mr. Putin, listen to your predecessor, lay down your arms, turn around your 

troops, and focus instead on giving your people the hope, prosperity and 

democracy it deserves and so desperately aspires to, so that we can continue 

building that common house that is our future. 

 

 

Dear colleagues, it is not easy to make a transition from this important point but 

let me now briefly speak about the rest of our agenda for this session. 

 

We will have two other urgent topics on the agenda: one on “Threats to stability, 

security and democracy in Western and Sahelian Africa”, and the other one on 

“Enhancing the resilience of small island developing states against climate 

change and natural disasters”. 



 

Our two keynote debates are going to tackle the COVID-19 pandemic recovery 

focusing on in particular on a universal Health Coverage and addressing the 

Global education crisis. 

 

These are topics that are very central to the ACP-EU cooperation and therefore 

both logical and suitable for the JPA agenda, particularly in these difficult times 

of growing global tension and uncertainty. 

 

Our agenda will also include the traditional exchanges with the European 

Commission and with Council and I would like to stress the high importance that 

our Assembly attaches to this inter-institutional dialogue on the implementation 

of the ACP-EU Partnership Agreement. 

 

In this context, I deeply regret that we will not be able to engage in the customary 

debate with the EU Council during this plenary session. The French presidency 

has notified us that it cannot send a representative to take part in the Council 

debate tomorrow. It is all the more to be welcomed that the OACPS Council side 

will be present. Let me express my deep appreciation to Minister Baïpo Temon 

to be remotely with us and to allow us to have this debate at least with the OACPS 

side. 

 

Colleagues, I would also like to seize the opportunity to warmly welcome two of 

our former co-presidents, Honourable Fitz Jackson from Kingston, Jamaica and 

Honourable Joseph Owona Kono from Yaoundé, Cameroun. Thank you for 

coming all the way to Strasbourg to be with us. We really do appreciate your 

presence and we are looking forward to your interventions on the occasion of 

celebrating 20 years of the Cotonou Partnership Agreement later this session. 

 



It is also good to see our old friend, former Member of the European Parliament 

and former JPA colleague Norbert Neuser in the audience, a warm welcome 

Norbert! 

 

Finally, let me particularly thank my co-president Peter Kenilorea for the 

excellent teamwork and cooperation. It has been a real pleasure working with 

you, Peter, and your team. I am looking forward to continue our successful 

collaboration in that trustful and productive spirit.  

 

I will now hand over to you  co-president, my dear friend Peter Kenilorea. Peter 

you have the floor. 

 

 


